Alaina Osborne

Cailin Ruetz

Performance of a Past Life
Various dimensions, Inkjet on watercolour paper,
2017

131 000 Tons
47” x 32”, Premium Metallic Paper, 2017

Alaina Osborne explores how private and
personal spheres can be represented to a
wider public audience in order to connect
shared experiences and memories. In
Performance of a Past Life, Alaina re-imagines
her identity in the setting of the 1950s and 60s.
Modelled after the life of her own nonna, the
artist steps into a world that starkly contrasts
her own. Performance of a Past Life turns
the lens towards the hidden domestic realms
and gender roles of women, while revealing
photography’s ability to collapse time and
space.
www.alainaosborne.ca

Natalia Martinez
All That Remains
Video installation, 2017.

Natalia Martinez’s recent works are set
amidst symbolic photographic environments
that integrate her personal experiences and
childhood memories. The artist explores
the erosion of preconceived notions about
photography and memory. In All That Remains,
she questions the irregularities that obtain
between photographic representation and the
averred truths of events.

Devon Kelly
After the Inauguration,
27.5” x 44”, Layered inkjet transparencies, 2017

As part of her former photographic practice,
Devon has felt an appreciation for photographs
that capture the beauty of patterns and textures
seen in quotidian landscapes. Recently, Devon has
moved away from the traditional landscape format
and towards political geographies, exploring
the problematic relationship between political
discourse and social media platforms.
https://devonjk.wordpress.com

Cailin Ruetz’s work explores landscapes and
environmental portraiture with a focus on the
transformation of visual atmosphere. In her
currently displayed work, 131 000 Tons, she aims to intrigue viewers with the colours
and aesthetics of the landscape while bringing to light the issues of pollution and
the fact that Chemical Valley, which is located in Sarnia ON and pictured within her
photographs releases 131 000 tons of air pollution annually.

Brianna McArdle
Fragmenting Femininity
22” x 17”, Inkjet on Matte Paper, 2017.
Brianna McArdle’s recent photographic work
investigates ways of seeing via experiments
with perception, distortion, and gaze,
specifically in regards to figures that have
been gendered as female, and are viewed
within confines of feminine binary. Brianna’s
current work, by exploring abstraction through the medium of collage, reflects on the
female figure as a site of both conflict and resolution. The work intends to investigate
complicated issues of gender and body identity and the ways in which a gendered gaze
can impact our perception of particular human forms.
@brianna.mcardle.art

Emily Lalonde
Depersonalization
Sewn digital prints, 2017

Emily Lalonde is an interdisciplinary artist
whose practice includes photography,
sculpture, and textiles. Her work often
responds to issues revolving around female
empowerment and mental health, and the
stigmas that surround these themes. In
her practice, there often is a performative
aspect to each work; Depersonalization is
no different. This work is comprised of torn
images that are sewn back together in order to
display the feeling of being mentally detached
from oneself.
@itsemilylalonde
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Taylor Kidd

Richelle Forsey

Sondoce Wasfy

Pre-Conceptions.
13” x 19” (16), Premium Luster Paper, 2017

Photo Objects
Inkjet on clear film and mirror paint, various
sizes, 2017

Taylor Kidd’s photographic work explores
psychological aspects of individuals in society
and their fraught interactions with each other.
In Pre-conceptions, she is using portraiture
to actively challenge viewers’ preconceived
notions on which individuals fall under what
roles in society: for example, who looks like a
victim and who looks like a perpetrator? Asking
these questions sparks dialogue on numerous
stereotypical assumptions, and challenges
viewers’ potential prejudices.
@tkstudioart

Bright Muslim Women
54” x 42”, Ink on Ultra premium matte paper,
2017

Photo Objects is an iteration of Forsey’s
subversive engagement with and a rethinking
of the nature of photography. They are layers
of materials, technologies and time printed
out on transparency film, illuminated by mirror
paint, bent, folded, hung, curled, twisted,
taped and glued. Forsey gives sculptural body
to what was once flat by creating unique photo
objects that blur the lines between sculpture
and photography.
www.4cphotos.com

Chelsea Birnie
Rituals: II-XI
35” x 45”, Inkjet on vinyl, 2017
Chelsea Birnie’s practice is rooted in
performance. She focuses on topics such as
female archetypes, sexuality, body politics,
mental health and the evolution of the self.
Birnie is interested in photography’s ability to suspend the embodied gesture. In the
series Rituals Birnie creates a sacred space within the frame of the image, performing
ritual acts for the camera. The intent of these rituals is radical transformation, the
documentation then serves as a trace of this transient act.
www.chelseabirnie.com

Samantha Jones
Self-Portrait as Crater-Face
13” x 19”, Digital prints layered, 2017

Samantha Jones is an interdisciplinary artist
who specializes in photography and drawing.
Her practice is inspired by the fracture of the
human mind and body relation, particularly
the frustrations and anxieties that occur in
response to the shortcomings of embodied
physicality. Her work often manifests from
a performative process; in Self-Portrait as
Crater-Face, she meticulously cuts away
dozens of layers of photographs to explode
minor facial blemishes out of proportion.
@sam_michellejones

Lydia Treidlinger
Housewife
40’’x 60’’ & 7’’x 10’’, Premium Luster Paper, 2017

Lydia Treidlinger’s photographic practice has
been interested in investigating colour and
composition in relation to ideas of narrative and
dramatic atmosphere within a staged image.
In Housewife, Lydia aims to expand on these
past explorations by creating a photographic
world that is bound by stereotypical notions
of female identity, and in which the rejection
of that same identity is performed. Lydia
challenges viewers to confront the idea that
one may not be comfortable in the role that
has been assigned to them by their culture and
society.

Marina Williams
Save Money. Live Better.
60” x 40”, Premium Luster Paper, 2017

Marina Williams is interested in the aesthetics
of advertising. In Save Money, Live Better, she
looks at the concentration of products found
at the consumer’s eye level, reproducing the
sense of organized chaos that prevails in overwhelming displays of visual information.
Save Money, Live Better features one oversized photograph of a large, bright store
interior. Installed in a corner, it is paired with a recording of products being scanned
at a cash register. In Save Money, Live Better, the viewer, engulfed in the desire and
anxiety of contemporary consumerism, becomes the consumer.

Sondoce Wasfy is a conceptual sculptor
and photographer, originally trained in
architecture. Wasfy comes from an Egyptian
Muslim background. Her work is concerned
with themes of diversity and identity, as
made manifest in interactive performances
and video work in which she is both director
and performer. In her performances, she
investigates and explores the audience’s
reactions to those participating in her work. Due to recent events happening around
the world, she started devoting her art to countering the negative stereotypes that
impact Muslim women. BMW (Bright Muslim Women) addresses this particular
aspect of global female identity.
@brightmuslimwomen

“Photography is, and has been since its conception, a fabulously
broad church. Contemporary practice demonstrates that the
medium can be a prompt, a process, a vehicle, a collective
pursuit, and not just the physical end product of solitary artists’
endeavors.”
				
- Charlotte Cotton
The artists in Broad Encounters are exploring the idea of
photography in the expanded field and the works in this
group exhibition are demonstrative of the new possibilities in
photographic image-making.
Broad Encounters presents works that are responding to and
negotiating image culture to make visual sense of the world
around us, incorporating performance and sculpture, addressing
the materiality of photography, issues of identity and how we
perceive information. The exhibition is both thought provoking
and compelling; asking the viewer to spend the time to consider
what they are seeing beyond the photograph.
Broad Encounters
http://bit.ly/BroadEncounters
Boarding House Gallery
6 Dublin Street South, Guelph, ON
College of Arts, University of Guelph

